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Abstract—Multicast can jointly utilize the network resources
when delivering the same content to a set of destinations;
hence, it can effectively reduce the consumption of network
resources than individual unicast. The source of a multicast,
however, is not necessary to be in specific location as long
as certain constraints are satisfied. This brings the multicast with uncertain sources, which could reduce more network
bandwidth consumption than traditional multicast. Meanwhile,
reliable multicast becomes crucial to provide reliable services
for many important applications. However, prior minimal cost
forest (MCF) for such a new multicast is not designed to support
reliable transmissions. In this paper, we propose a novel reliable
multicast routing with uncertain sources, named ReMUS. To the
best of our knowledge, we are the first to study the reliable
multicast under uncertain sources. The goal is to minimize the
sum of the transfer cost and the recovery cost, while finding
such a ReMUS is very challenging. Thus, we design a sourcebased multicast method to solve the problem by exploiting the
flexibility of uncertain sources, when no recovery node exists in
the network. Furthermore, we design a general multicast method
to jointly exploit the benefits of uncertain sources and recovery
nodes to minimize the total cost of ReMUS. We conduct extensive
evaluations based on the real topology of Internet2. The results
indicate that our methods can efficiently realize the reliable and
bandwidth-efficient multicast with uncertain sources, irrespective
of the settings of networks and multicasts.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Multicast is an efficient method to deliver the same content
from a given source to a group of destinations. It can considerably save the consumption of network resources than a series
of individual unicasts. Owing to avoiding unnecessary traffic
duplication in intermediate nodes and links, multicast can
effectively reduce the bandwidth consumption by around 50%
in backbone networks [1]. Meanwhile, multicast can release
the load of the source node and associated network links [2].
Recently, the appearance of the software defined networking
(SDN) [3][4] offers opportunities to design and deploy flexible
protocols, including variants of multicast methods.
A number of novel multicast methods are proposed recently and can be roughly divided into two categories. The
first one focuses on reducing the consumption of network
bandwidth. Many multicast routing methods prefer to deliver
the same content to a group of destinations along a shortestpath tree, such as PIM-SM. The multicast tree can reduce
more bandwidth consumption if those shortest paths from the
same source to destinations share more links. The second
one aims to ensure the reliable transmission of multicast.
Nowadays, the reliable multicast becomes crucial to provide
reliable services for many important Internet and datacenter
applications [5]. To achieve reliable transmission of multicast,
the source-based reliable multicast prefers to recover the loss
packets from the source directly. It, however, suffers from
the scalability problem since only one source node serves the

recovery requests from all destinations. Accordingly, Shen et
al. propose the Recover-aware Steiner Tree (RST) problem [6].
It introduces at least one recovery nodes between the source
and each destination to facilitate the local loss recovery. Then,
they design an approximation algorithm, RAERA, to minimize
the sum of the tree cost and the recovery cost.
Besides the above two categories, the traditional multicast
experiences uncertain sources [7], which brings new challenges and opportunities to the design of multicast methods.
The root cause is the widely usage of the content replica
strategy in various networks. For example, each file block
in GFS and HDFS [8] has at least two replicas besides the
original one across the datacenter. Furthermore, many content
delivery applications have adopted the content replica design
for improving the robustness and efficiency [9]. Each replica
of a given file has the capability to serve as a source node for
a multicast transfer. That is, the source of a multicast is not
necessary to be fixed in specific location as long as certain
constraints are satisfied. This brings a new multicast with
uncertain sources, which could reduce more consumptions of
the network bandwidth than the traditional multicast methods.
In this paper, we reveal the reliable and bandwidth-efficient
multicast with uncertain sources, abbreviated as the ReMUS
problem. A source node or recovery node will retransmit lost
packets towards a destination and incur the recovery cost in
the case of packet loss. The goal of ReMUS is to jointly
minimize the cost of transfer and recovery for the reliable
multicast transfer. The ReMUS problem faces fundamental
challenging issues. First, the bandwidth-efficiency and reliability are somehow conflicting with each other for a multicast
transfer. The use of recovery nodes are effective to realize the
reliable multicast, but directly change the design of multicast
tree by increasing the transfer cost. Second, the appearance of
uncertain sources incurs complicated impacts on the transfer
cost as well as the recovery cost. Uncertain sources need to
be carefully scheduled to reduce the transfer cost. Moreover,
uncertain sources are also helpful to reduce the recovery cost.
The major contributions of this paper are summarized as
follows:
1) We firstly propose and characterize the reliable multicast routing with uncertain sources (ReMUS). We then
rethink the source-based recovery model, and design
the source-based multicast method to solve the ReMUS
problem, when no recovery node exists in the network.
2) We design a general recovery model for the ReMUS
problem and further propose the recovery node-based
multicast method, which can jointly exploit recovery
nodes and uncertain sources in networks.
3) We conduct extensive evaluations based on the real

Fig. 1. Reliable multicast with the same destinations {d1 ,d2 ,d3 ,d4 ,d5 ,d6 ,d7 } but different sources and recovery nodes.

topology of Internet2. The results indicate that our two
methods can efficiently solve the ReMUS problem under
the various settings of networks and multicasts.
II. P ROBLEM D ESCRIPTION OF R E MUS
In this section, we firstly describe the problem of ReMUS,
and then give the recovery models of the ReMUS. At last,
we formally characterize the ReMUS as a NLP problem and
discuss its hardness.
A. Problem Statement
In this paper, we propose the problem of reliable multicast routing with uncertain sources (ReMUS). The ReMUS
problem is to find a desired forest F , which employs the
necessary sources and recovery nodes. A constraint is that each
destination just reaches one source. Meanwhile, the sources
and recovery nodes can be jointly exploited to achieve the
reliable multicast routing. We firstly give the definition of
recovery proxy in Definition 2.1. When there are lost packets,
the recovery proxies in the multicast forest will retransfer the
lost packets.
Definition 2.1 (Recovery proxy): Assume that there exits a
candidate recovery node set C⊂V in G(V, E). For an uncertain multicast with a source node set S⊂V and a destination
node set D⊂V , the recovery proxy of a destination can be
a related source or a recovery node on the path from the
related source to the destination. When destination d∈D fails
to receive some packets, the recovery proxy can retransfer lost
packets to the corresponding destination.
Illustrative examples of the ReMUS problem. We show
the impact of multiple sources on the reliable and bandwidthefficient multicast. For the ReMUS problem, where multiple
sources {s1 , s2 , s3 , s4 } are available in Fig. 1(c). Meanwhile,
Fig. 1(c) plots a desired multicast forest, which is composed of three multicast trees and includes all destinations
{d1 , d2 , d3 , d4 , d5 , d6 , d7 }, several recovery nodes, and necessary sources. Each destination reaches only one source through
this forest. The multicast forest employs 10 links, while the
multicast tree in Fig. 1(a) employs 13 links. This indicates
that uncertain sources are very effective to reduce the transfer
cost of traditional multicast. Moreover, the recovery proxy
of destination d6 changes as recovery node r4 in Fig. 1(c)
from S1 in Fig. 1(b) after introducing recovery nodes. In this
way, the recovery cost of destination d6 is decreased since its

recovery path is shortened. This indicates that recovery nodes
have potential to reduce the recovery cost.
B. The recovery models for the ReMUS
In practice, it is crucial to design dedicated recovery models
for the ReMUS problem under different settings of recovery
nodes.
1) Rethinking the source-based recovery model: To realize
the reliable multicast, the source-based recovery model is an
intrinsic way when there is no any recovery node in the
network. We use βe to denote the probability of packet loss
on any link e in the network. Assume that the path from
destination d to its source s consists of n links, e1 , e2 , . . . , en ,
in the multicast forest. The retransfer probability from s to d
is calculated as Equation (1), which is equal to the probability
of packet loss on at least one link in the path.
n
!
βs,d =1 −
(1 − βei )
(1)
i=1

In this case, the recovery cost of destination d is given by
Equation (2) where c(ei ) denotes the transfer cost of link ei .
n
"
c(ei )
(2)
κd =βs,d ×
i=1

The recovery cost of the ReMUS means the sum of recovery
cost of all destinations.
2) Designing a general recovery model: To characterize
this general recovery model, let R(d) denote the set of all
recovery proxies of destination d. It contains not only all
recovery nodes but also the only source on the path from the
corresponding source to destination d in a multicast forest. Let
a recovery proxy r(d)1 denote the related source of destination
d since the source can also retransfer lost packets if necessary.
Let ηd,r(d)i denote the probability of recovering destination d
from a recovery proxy r(d)i , 1≤i≤|R(d)|, which is calculated
as Equation (3).
ηd,r(d)i =(1 − βs,r(d)i ) × βr(d)i ,r(d)i+1 , 1 ≤ i ≤ |R(d)| (3)
When destination d needs to be recovered from r(d)i , it
means that r(d)i has received the lost packets, but r(d)i+1
has not received those packets. Otherwise, destination d can
be recovered from r(d)i+1 . In equation (3), βs,r(d)i and
βr(d)i ,r(d)i+1 denote the probability of packet loss in the path
from s to r(d)i and the path from r(d)i to r(d)i+1 , respectively. (1 − βs,r(d)i ) denotes the probability of no packet loss in

the path from s to r(d)i . Further, βs,r(d)i and βr(d)i ,r(d)i+1 in
Equation (3) are derived as Equation (1) and node r(d)|R(d)|+1
is used to denote destination d.
C. Problem Formulation
We use an undirected graph G(V, E) to denote the network
topology. F denotes the set of links employed by a desired
forest for the ReMUS problem, i.e, a multicast forest. For
any node v in G, let Nv denote the set of neighbor nodes
of v in G. A binary variable eu,v denotes whether there is
an edge between any node pair of u and v in V . Another
binary variable τu,v denotes whether the edge eu,v is in F .
A feasible multicast forest should ensure that each destination
can receive data from at least one source. A binary variable
Pu,v denotes if there is a path from u to v in F . If Ps,d =1,
source s will transfer data to destination d. To ensure there is
only one path from a source to a destination, variable πd,(u,v)
is needed to denote if edge eu,v is in the path from source s to
destination d in F . The multicast forest F is the combination
of those paths to all destinations. c(eu,v ) denotes the cost of
link eu,v , where c(eu,v )≥0. c(Pu,v ) denotes the transfer cost
of path Pu,v and is equal to the sum of the cost of all edges
in the path from u to v.
To calculate the recovery cost of multicast forest, κd denotes
the recovery cost of any destination d in F , which is calculated
as Formula (4).
κd = c(Pr(d)1 ,d ) × ηd,r(d)1 + c(Pr(d)2 ,d ) × ηd,r(d)2 +
· · · + c(Pr(d)|R(d)| ,d ) × ηd,r(d)|R(d)| , ∀d ∈ D (4)
Equality (4) shows the recovery cost of each destination.
For each destination d, it has multiple feasible recovery
paths, resulting from those corresponding recovery proxies of
destination d. The recovery cost of destination d is equal to
the sum recovery cost from all its recovery proxies based on
the recovery model in Section II-B2.
For any node u, a binary variable ρu denotes whether it is a
recovery proxy. ρu =1, if and only if u is a recovery node or a
source. Let C denote the set of all recovery nodes. Therefore,
the objective function"
of the ReMUS problem
is given by
"
min{
cu,v τu,v + α
κd }.
(5)
eu,v ∈E

d∈D

In Formula 5, α is a regulative parameter. If the network is
heavily loaded, it is necessary to assign a larger α such that
the recovery nodes will play a more important role in order
to effectively reduce the recovery cost. The above formulation
is a Non-Linear Programming (NLP) model, because cu,v is
not sure to be an integer and κd consists of the product of the
retransfer cost and the retransfer probability. Meanwhile, to
ensure a practical and feasible multicast forest, the following
constrains should be satisfied.
(6)
τu,v ≤ eu,v
"
πd,(s,v) = 1, Ps,d = 1, ∀d ∈ D, ∃s ∈ S
(7)
v∈Ns

"

u∈Nd

"

u∈Nv

πd,(u,d) = 1, ∀d ∈ D

πd,(u,v) =

"

(8)

πd,(v,u) ,

u∈Nv

∀d ∈ D, ∀u ∈ V, v ̸= s, v ̸= d
πd,(u,v) ≤ τu,v , ∀d ∈ D

(9)
(10)

Algorithm 1 SR-based building method of multicast forest.
Require: G(V, E), S, D, α and β.
Ensure: multicast forest, F
1: for i=1 to |D| do
2:
Pi ← shortest paths from di to S;
3:
for j=1 to |S| do
4:
C(Pi )j ← the total cost of Pij ;
5:
end for
6:
P ← f ind(Pi , min{C(Pi )});
7:
F ← F ∪ P;
8: end for
9: return multicast forest, F ;

"

Ps,d = 1, ∀d ∈ D

(11)

/ {C ∪ S}
ρu = 0, ∀u ∈

(12)

s∈S

{eu,v , τu,v , πd,(u,v) , ρu , Pu,v } ∈ {0, 1},
∀u ∈ V, ∀v ∈ V, ∀d ∈ D, ∀s ∈ S
(13)
The constraint of multicast. Inequality (6) ensures that all
links in the resultant multicast forest F come from the link
set E. Constraints (7), (8) and (9) ensure that a pair of source
and destination are reachable along only one path in the forest
F . Equality (9) can guarantee the connectivity and uniqueness
of the path. Constraint (10) means that τu,v must be 1, when
edge eu,v is added into the path from a source to a destination.
For each destination, equality (11) ensures that it only reaches
one source. The multicast forest F is just the combination of
such paths to all destinations.
The constraint of recovery. Equality (4) shows the recovery cost of each destination. Constraint (12) means that ρu =0,
if u is neither in set C nor in set S. If and only if node u
is a employed recovery node or the used source in F , ρu =1.
Constraint (13) indicates that eu,v , τu,v , φd,s , πd,(u,v) , ρu , Pu,v
are binary variables.
In the objective function (Formula 5), α=0 means that it
is unnecessary to consider the recovery cost of the ReMUS
problem. Furthermore, the ReMUS problem becomes the
multicast problem with uncertain sources when α=0. Note
that the Steiner minimum tree problem of traditional multicast
with one source is NP-hard in graph theory [10]. The multicast
problem with uncertain sources is more difficult than that with
a single source, due to the flexible usage of uncertain sources.
It has been shown that the multicast problem with uncertain
sources is also NP-hard [7]. Therefore, when α̸=0, the ReMUS
problem is more challenging.
III. E FFICIENT SOLUTIONS OF R E MUS
The settings and usage of uncertain sources and recovery
nodes jointly dominate the performance of the ReMUS problem.
A. Source-based building method of multicast forest
Given a network, modeled as an undirected graph, we set the
transfer cost of each link as its weight. Although the shortest
path can ensure the least transfer cost, the associated recovery
cost is not always the least since the probability of packet
loss may be non-minimal. Even though we suppose each link
has a same probability of packet loss to simplify the problem,
The weighted shortest path still does not mean the minimal
recovery cost. The recovery cost of a selected path is related

Algorithm 2 RN -based building method of multicast forest.
Require: G(V, E), source set S, destination set D, recovery set C,
probability of packet loss β, and α.
Ensure: multicast forest, F .
1: for i=1 to |C| do
2:
calculate shortest paths P (A) from ci to S;
3: end for
4: for i=1 to |D| do
5:
calculate shortest paths P (B) from di to S;
6:
for j=1 to |S| do
7:
C(B)j ← addedCost(P (B)j , C, F2 , α, β);
8:
end for
9:
calculate shortest paths P (C) from di to C;
10:
for k=1 to |C| do
11:
P (A + C)k ← P (A)k ∪ P (C)k ;
12:
C(A + C)k ← addedCost(P (A + C)k , C, F2 , α, β);
13:
end for
14:
P (D) ← f ind(P (B) ∪ P (A + C), min{C(B) ∪ C(A +
C)});
15:
F ← F ∪ P (D);
16: end for
17: return multicast forest, F ;

to the number of links, the transfer cost of each link and the
probability of packet loss in these links.
To construct the multicast forest, we design an efficient
strategy to find a proper source for each destination. We first
compute the shortest paths from the destination to all sources.
Second, for each of such shortest path, we calculate the total
cost, including the transfer cost and the recovery cost. Third,
we select the shortest path with the least total cost for each
destination. Inspired by the above analysis, we design the SRbased method to build the desired multicast forest. Algorithm
1 reports the details of SR-based method. The basic insight
is to select the optimal path for each destination using the
above strategy. The multicast forest F can be derived by
combing those resultant paths of all destinations. When a
destination meets packet loss, the related source will retransfer
lost packets to the destination based on the recovery model in
Section II-B1. Therefore, the SR-based method can achieve
the reliable and bandwidth-efficient multicast transfer.
Additionally, when the transfer cost of all links are the same,
the shortest path between two nodes can be simplified to find
the path with the least number of links. Furthermore, if all
links face the the same probability of packet loss, the shortest
path also incurs the minimal recovery cost at the same time.
In this case, Algorithm 1 will be still efficient, which is to
find the shortest path for each destination. The entire time
complexity of Algorithm 1 is O(|D| × |V |2 ).
B. A general building method of multicast forest
When there are recovery nodes in networks, we can adopt
the recovery model in Section II-B2. Assume that recovery nodes are deployed in advance and their locations are fixed. The
general building method of multicast forest needs to consider
the locations of recovery nodes and sources. Meanwhile, it
also takes the shared links between multiple destinations into
account. In this section, we further design a general building
method of multicast forest with as low cost as possible. The
building process of multicast forest needs to consider the
recovery nodes, and thus the method is also called RN -based
multicast method.

As shown in Algorithm 2, F records the multicast forest
derived by the algorithm and is empty initially. The RN based method firstly finds those shortest paths P (A) from each
recovery node to all sources. Secondly, for each destination
d, it is to find the shortest paths P (B) from d to all sources.
Then, RN -based method will compute all shortest paths P (C)
from d to all candidate recovery nodes. To ensure that a
selected source is responsible to deliver data to destination
d, it is necessary to combine P (A) and P (C) as another set
of shortest paths P (A + C). For a destination, each shortest
path in P (A + C) contains at least one recovery node.
The main idea of Algorithm 2 is to select the path for each
destination from P (B) and P (A + C). It is worth noting that
there are some common links among different paths for these
destinations. Therefore, the selecting strategy of Algorithm 2 is
to pick the path that has minimal added total cost instead of the
path that has minimal total cost for each destination. Algorithm
2 adds the selected paths for destinations into multicast forest
F . When adding a path into F , the total cost of multicast forest
F increases, and that will produce the added total cost. For the
paths in P (B), it is necessary to calculate the added total cost
by calling the function addedCost(), which is to calculate the
sum of the added transfer cost and the added recovery cost.
Similarly, for each path in P (A + C), we will compute the
added total cost. The path that has the minimal added total cost
will be selected. Finally, all selected paths between destination
side and source side constitute the multicast forest F .
Time Complexity. The time complexity of calculating
shortest paths from a node to all other nodes in a network
is O(|V |2 ). Therefore, the time complexity of the first loop in
Algorithm 2 is O(|C|×|V |2 ). The time complexity of function
addedCost(P, C, F, α, β) is O(|V |). The time complexity of
steps 6 and 10 are O(|S|×|V |) and O(|C|×|V |), respectively.
Therefore, the time complexity of the second loop in line 4 is
O(|D|×|V |2 ). In summary, the time complexity of Algorithm
2 is O((|C| + |D|) × |V |2 ).
IV. P ERFORMANCE E VALUATION
In this section, we conduct massive experiments to evaluate
the performance of our SR-based and RN -based methods
comparing with the modified RAERA method (M R-method),
under varied settings of networks and multicast transfers.
We simulate our algorithm in the real backbone network of
Internet2 [11]. Based on statistic data shown in Nguyen et al.
[12] and Xu et al. [13], we set the packet loss rate of each
link from 1% to 10%. The source, destinations, and candidate
recovery nodes are chosen randomly from each network. To
eliminate the influence of random, each simulation result is
averaged over 100 samples. Without loss of generality, we
suppose that the transfer cost of each link is 1. However, our
model and algorithms can apply to the situation where each
link has different transfer cost. Unless otherwise specified, we
set that the number of sources, destinations and recovery nodes
are 3, 10 and 10, respectively.

A. Impact of the probability of packet loss β
Fig. 2 shows the impact of β on the transfer cost, recovery
cost and total cost of three methods given α=1. In Fig. 2(a),
the recovery cost go up with the increase of β. Comparing
these costs of our RN -based method, SR-based method and
the M R-method, it’s remarkable to see the increasing trend

β

(a) The recovery and transfer cost of three

methods.

(b) The changing trends of total cost.

Fig. 2. The impact of β on the performance of three methods under Internet2
topology.

(a) The recovery and transfer cost of three

methods.

(b) The changing trends of total cost.

Fig. 3. The impact of the number of sources on the performance of three
methods under Internet2 topology.

(a) The recovery and transfer cost of three
methods.

(b) The changing trends of total cost.

Fig. 4. The impact of the number of destinations on the performance of three
methods under Internet2 topology.

(a) The recovery and transfer cost of three
methods.

(b) The changing trends of total cost.

Fig. 5. The impact of the number of recovery nodes on the performance of
three methods under Internet2 topology.

C. Impact of the number of destinations

of the total cost when β increases in Fig. 2(b). However, the
changing of transfer cost is modest. When β=0, the recovery
cost of three methods is 0 because there are no lost packets.
Moreover, we can see that the transfer cost of multicast forest
derived by our RN -based method is the least comparing
with the SR-based method and the M R-method. Comparing
recovery costs of three methods in Fig. 2(a), our RN -based
and SR-based algorithms are more effective than M R-method
without the change of β. Fig. 2(b) also shows that our RN based method gets less total cost, owing to its smaller transfer
cost than SR-based method. In conclusion, the recovery cost
increases with the increase of β, and our RN -based method
achieves the least total cost when β changes. Without losing
generality, we will set α=1 and β=0.1 in next evaluations.

Fig. 4 plots that the transfer cost, recovery cost and total cost
of three methods increase with the increase of number of destinations. Fig. 4(a) shows that the recovery cost is significantly
influenced by the quantity of destinations, especially for M Rmethod. The recovery cost of M R-method intensively changes
when the number of destinations increases. Meanwhile, M Rbased has always the highest total cost in Fig. 4(b). The
changing trend of total cost for RN -based method is similar to
the trend of SR-based method. The transfer costs of SR-based
method and RN -based method are almost the same and slowly
increase in Fig. 4(a). Fig. 4 shows that our RN -based method
works effectively because it achieves the minimal total cost.
Additionally, M R-method has a modest performance because
it only uses one source and limits that there must be at least
one recovery node in paths from the source to destinations.

B. Impact of the number of sources

D. Impact of the number of recovery nodes

The increasing number of sources has a slight influence
on the performance of M R-method because it just employs
one source for multicast transfer. When there are only one
source, M R-method achieves less transfer cost than the SRbased method in Fig. 3(a). However, as the increase of the
number of sources, the performance of our SR-based and
RN -based methods are improved rapidly. Furthermore, Fig.
3(b) shows that our RN -based method achieves the least total
cost because it considers the locations of recovery nodes and
reduces effectively the recovery cost of ReMUS. For our SRbased and RN -based methods, their recovery costs reduce
rapidly to a quarter of transfer costs respectively when sources
increase to 10 in Fig. 3(a). After that the number of sources
increases to 8, the total costs of our RN -based and SR-based
methods slowly decrease in Fig. 3(b). The facts also reflects
that it is not necessary to use all sources for multicast transfer.

Fig. 5 plots that our RN -based method achieves the least
transfer cost, recovery cost and total cost. M R-method and
our RN -based method are both recovery-node-aware, and
hence their costs decrease when the number of recovery nodes
increases. However, the recovery and transfer cost of SRbased method are not influenced by the amount of recovery
nodes in Fig. 5(a). The SR-based method applies to sourcesbased recovery and has nothing to do with recovery nodes.
Thus, its cost remains steady when recovery nodes increase in
Fig. 5(a). When few nodes are selected as recovery nodes, we
can see that M R-method has higher recovery cost from Fig.
5(a). When recovery nodes increase, the performance of M Rmethod has a significantly improvement. Furthermore, Fig.
5(b) shows that our RN -based method achieves the minimal
total cost, and its performance shows improvements when the
number of recovery nodes increases.

α

α

(a) α changes from 0 to 1.
(b) α changes from 1 to 10.
Fig. 6. The impact of the variable α on the total cost of three methods.

E. Impact of variable α
Fig. 6 shows that the total cost of three methods all go
up with the increase of α. However, our RN -based method
always incurs the least total cost among the three methods
without the value of α. Fig. 6 shows that our SR-based method
achieves less total cost than the M R-method. Fig. 6 also
reveals that our RN -based method has a better performance
than SR-based method. In conclusion, we evaluate three
reliable multicast methods under Internet2. Our RN -based
method obtains the least recovery-costly multicast forest, and
the multicast derived by our RN -based method always incurs
the least total cost. Although Internet2 is a real network
topology, its scale is not enough large. Thus, we further
evaluate the three methods under large-scale networks with
the Fat-tree topology in the future.
V. R ELATED W ORK
A number of novel multicast methods have been proposed
recently and can be roughly divided into two categories. The
first one focuses on reducing the consumption of network
bandwidth. Many multicast routing methods prefer to deliver
the same content to a group destinations along a shortestpath tree, such as PIM-SM. Such methods, however, are
not bandwidth-efficient since each of those shortest paths is
calculated independently. The Steiner minimum tree (SMT)
is more promising due to minimize the number of occupied
links for a multicast group. Many approximation algorithms
have been proposed to solve the SMT problem, which is a
NP-hard problem. There are also overlay Steiner trees [14],
for P2P environments.
The second one aims to ensure the reliable transmission
of multicast. Recently, Shen et al. propose the Recover-aware
Steiner Tree (RST) problem [6]. It introduces at least one ontree recovery nodes between the source and each destination
to facilitate local loss recovery. Additionally, many content
delivery applications have utilized the content replica design
for improving the robustness and efficiency [15], [9]. Each
replica of a given file has the capability to serve as a source
node for multicast transfers. That is, the source of a multicast
is not necessary has to be fixed in specific location as long as
certain constraints are satisfied. This brings a new multicast
with uncertain sources, which could reduce more network
bandwidth consumption than traditional multicast. When multicast group is provided multiple sources and recovery nodes,
they can be jointly exploited to reduce the total cost of reliable
multicast transfer.

View publication stats

VI. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a novel reliable multicast routing
with uncertain sources, named ReMUS. The settings of uncertain sources and recovery nodes dominate the performance of
this new reliable multicast. The goal is to minimize the sum
of the transfer cost and the recovery cost, while finding such
a ReMUS is very challenging. Thus, we design the sourcebased multicast method by exploiting the flexibility of sources,
when no recovery node exists in the network. Furthermore,
we design a general multicast method to jointly exploit the
benefits of uncertain sources and recovery nodes to minimize
the total cost of ReMUS. We conduct extensive evaluations
under the topologies of Internet2. The results indicate that
our methods can efficiently realize the reliable and bandwidthefficient multicast with uncertain sources, irrespective of the
settings of networks and multicasts.
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